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HK Unemployment
Insurance Fund
– a sound investment
Dear member,
The HK Unemployment Insurance Fund is an unemployment fund for commercial and clerical employees in Denmark. We have existed since 1915, making us one of Denmark’s oldest unemployment
funds. You will benefit from our century-long experience and vast knowledge of the operation of an unemployment fund.
In this pamphlet, you will find answers to the most common questions. If you still have unanswered
questions, feel free to contact us on +45 7011 4545 or send an email to your local HK branch. HK is the
Union of Commercial and Clerical Employees in Denmark
You will find this and other pamphlets (in Danish) on our homepage: hka-kasse.dk

HK Østjylland
HK Nordjylland

HK Hovedstaden
og Bornholm

HK MidtVest

HK Sydjylland
HK Sjælland

HK Midt

As a member of the HK Unemployment Insurance Fund,
you will receive relevant information through our interactive website.
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Membership

The following groups are eligible for membership of the HK Unemployment Insurance
Fund:
⁄⁄ Wage earners
⁄⁄ Self-employed including freelancers
⁄⁄ General and civilian conscripts
⁄⁄ People with completed vocational education
(trainees and students).
When you were admitted to the HK Unemployment Insurance Fund, you were asked to choose
fulltime or part-time insurance. If you work more
than 30 hours per week, you must be fulltime insured. If in doubt whether you chose the right insurance status, you should contact your HK
branch.
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Self-employed/freelancers
If you work in your spouse’s business, you will
normally be considered self-employed even if you
do not co-own the business, and irrespective of
whether you have an employment contract.
It is important that you contact your unemployment insurance fund if you are working in your
spouse’s business so the unemployment fund can
determine whether you should be considered
self-employed or employed.
If you are a freelancer, it may sometimes be difficult to determine whether your work is wage labour or you are working as a self-employed person. Contact your unemployment fund for more
information.

Unemployment benefits
In order to be entitled to unemployment benefit
you must have been a member of an unemployment insurance fund for at least one year.
An exception from this rule is if your membership
is based on your completed education. As a new
graduate, you are entitled to unemployment benefits one month after graduation.
Read more in the English language pamphlet
“Your options when unemployed – and what we
expect from you”: http://www.e-pages.dk/hk/1117/.

Trainee
If you are in the middle of, or just starting a vocational study programme, you must – once you
complete your training – choose whether you
would like to receive unemployment benefits as a
new graduate or whether it should be calculated
on the basis of your trainee payment. If you
choose the latter option, it is a precondition that
you have been a member of the unemployment
insurance fund for at least 12 months.

You will be asked this question by the HK Unemployment Insurance Fund towards the end of your
education. It is important that you inform the unemployment insurance fund about your choice as
early as possible, and no later than two weeks after your last day at work.

If you are
close to completing your
education and are uncertain
about the best choice for you,
ask the HK Unemployment
Insurance Fund for advice on

+45 7010 6789

You will be asked this question by the HK Unemployment Insurance Fund towards the end of your
education. It is important that you inform the unemployment fund about your choice as early as
possible, and no later than two weeks after your
last day at work. You should make the choice,
even if you do not expect to be unemployed.

Student
If you are in the middle of, or just starting a theoretical study, you must – once you graduate –
choose whether you would like unemployment
benefits as a new graduate or whether it should
be calculated on the basis of your student job. If
you choose the latter option, it is a precondition
that you have been a member of the unemployment insurance fund for at least 12 months.
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Membership fee exemption
You may be exempt from membership contributions to the unemployment insurance fund under
certain circumstances.
Your are entitled to exemption if you are:
⁄⁄ An adult apprentice
⁄⁄ Enrolled in vocational or theoretical education
⁄⁄ Imprisoned or have exhausted your unemployment benefit entitlement
In some cases, a precondition for exemption is
payment of early retirement contribution.
If you are in uncertain whether you could be eligible for membership fee exemption, contact your
HK branch on 7011 4545 and enquire whether
you meet the conditions.
The exemption can begin the day your HK branch
receives your request.

Change of job
HK is divided into seven local branches. The location of you workplace determines which branch
you are registered at. Remember always to notify
your local HK branch if you change your job.
If you become unemployed, your attachment to a
branch depends on your home address. Students
in theoretical studies, on the other hand, are registered at the branch closest to the location of
their school.

If you are in
uncertain whether you
could be eligible for
membership fee exemption,
contact your HK branch on

7011 4545

and enquire whether you
meet the conditions.
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Change from part-time to
fulltime insurance
If you have part-time insurance and have had
more than 390 paid working hours over a period
of three months, you must have fulltime insurance. If you are on hourly, weekly or 14-day pay,
the requirement is 360 hours over a 12-week period.
Remember to notify your local HK branch in writing about your changed working hours. Otherwise, you risk losing benefit for the first 20 hours if
you become unemployed.

Change from fulltime to
part-time insurance
If you have fulltime insurance and work part-time,
which means 30 hours or less per week, you have
a right, but not a duty, to become part-time insured.
If you are paying early retirement contributions, it
is an advantage to continue on fulltime insurance
even if you work part-time because you will earn
seniority as fulltime insured. This may have consequences for your future right to early retirement.

Work
within the
EES area
The member states of the European Union have
entered into an agreement with several other European countries on social security - the so-called
EES Agreement. This agreement includes common rules on unemployment insurance.
As a general rule, if you get a job in an EES country, you cannot retain your membership of a Danish unemployment insurance fund, but must transfer to the unemployment insurance system of that
country. The rules on transfer to EES countries,
and perhaps returning to Denmark at a later
stage, are rather complicated.

Early retirement contributions
during periods abroad
You should be aware that, as a general rule, work
and insurance periods abroad do not count towards meeting the conditions for receiving early
retirement pension. There are, however, exceptions.
Your unemployment fund can provide more information on this issue.

Moving abroad
If you move to a country outside the EES area,
you can maintain your membership of the unemployment insurance fund during the stay. If you
are moving to an EES country, you must withdraw
from the unemployment fund once you have documentation that you will be comprised by unemployment insurance in the country to which you
are moving.

If you consider
moving abroad to work,
including Greenland and the
Faroe Islands, contact the HK
Unemployment Insurance
Fund on +45 7010 6789
for information on relevant
rights and duties.
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Early retirement

You can pay early retirement contributions from
your first day as a member of the unemployment
insurance fund. In order to qualify for early retirement pension, you should, as a main rule, have
paid your contributions for 30 years, and from
your 30th birthday at the latest.
There is, however, a way out for members who
did not sign up in time. Under certain circumstances, they are entitled to “regret” their previous
opt-out and achieve the right to become a member of the early retirement scheme.
As a rule, these members will receive a lower
early retirement pension than if they had paid the
regular contributions.
The unemployment fund can tell you more about
early retirement and how to qualify for early retirement pension if you have previously opted out of
the scheme.

Contribution-free period
In some cases, members born in the period July
2, 1960, - December 31, 1975, may be entitled to
a contribution-free period in connection with the
early retirement scheme. The unemployment insurance fund has posted letters to the members
who are entitled to this period.
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Membership fee

The membership fee is paid monthly in advance,
with the first day of the month as the normal payment date.
Your fee covers the insurance contribution to the
state, which is by far the largest amount, and the
work of the unemployment insurance fund.

Remember to meet payment
deadlines
The rules for paying membership fees are very
strict. It is important that you meet the payment
deadline. If you do not, it is our duty to terminate
your membership.
The majority of HK members have a payment service agreement with their bank. According to the
rules, however, you still have full responsibility for
paying the fee in due time even if you have a payment service agreement with a bank.
If you have such an agreement and still are in arrears and receive a reminder, you should contact
your HK branch and arrange to pay directly to the
branch. In this way, you can avoid termination and
do not lose your right to unemployment benefit.

Re-admission
If your membership is terminated due to outstanding payment, you can re-establish your membership and maintain the rights you had before the
termination. It is a requirement, however, that you
pay the outstanding membership fee within four
weeks of receiving the letter that announced the
termination. You lose the right, however, to receive unemployment benefits for the first 7.4
hours.
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Transfer to another
unemployment
insurance fund
Transfer

Incapacity benefit

If you take a job outside the professions covered
by HK, you must transfer to the trade union that
has the collective agreement and collective bargaining right for your new professional area. To do
that, contact your local branch and fill out a transfer form.

The normal deadline for cancellation does not apply if you are transferred to incapacity benefit cf.
the Danish Social Pensions Act. At the earliest,
cancellation can be effectuated from the date the
unemployment insurance fund receives the written cancellation.

If your new job is temporary, your HK membership
may continue provided you have training or education that immediately qualifies for membership.

Flexi-job

You may re-enter the HK Unemployment Insurance Fund once you resume commercial or clerical employment. If you lose your job and want to
transfer back to HK, you can always do this as
you have previously had attachment with us.

Cancellation
Pursuant to the regulations of the unemployment
fund, cancellation of membership requires one
month of notice to the end of a month. The cancellation must be in writing, and the membership
fee must be paid for the period up to and including the cancellation date.
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The normal deadline for cancellation does not apply if a member, who is paying early retirement
contribution, is referred to the flexi-job scheme cf.
the Danish Flexi-job Benefits Act. At the earliest,
cancellation can be effectuated from the date the
unemployment insurance fund receives the written cancellation, or from the first day in the month
after the referral and assessment for a member,
who has cancelled his or her membership in writing.

Transfer to state pension
There is no need to cancel your unemployment
fund membership in connection with a transfer to
state pension, as cancellation will be effectuated
automatically.

HK – the union
of commercial and
clerical employees in Denmark
If you are not already a member of HK – the
Union of Commercial and Clerical Employees in
Denmark - you are eligible for membership as a
member of the HK Unemployment Insurance
Fund. The only requirement is that you have, or
are seeking a commercial or clerical job.
As a member of HK, you have a wide range of
benefits, including:
⁄⁄ Right to legal assistance upon employer bankruptcy, redundancy, dismissal, owed holiday
pay etc.
⁄⁄ Right to demand professional and legal assistance regarding payment and working conditions
⁄⁄ Access to Mit HK – your digital union. You can
use the web-based career tool for your career
plan, see HK’s courses and events, and study
holiday offers in Denmark and abroad for
members
⁄⁄ HK newsletters and other messages from HK
⁄⁄ Offer to take out insurances HK-Heltidsulykke
(fulltime accident) and HK Kritisk Sygdom
(critical illness)
⁄⁄ Option to sign up for HK Lønforsikring
(income protection insurance).

As a member of both HK and the HK Unemployment Insurance Fund, you may be granted reduced membership fee under certain circumstances.
Reduced fee due to unemployment or sickness
for members who are not eligible for unemployment benefit or sick pay.
You may be granted reduced membership fee if
you do not meet the conditions for benefits due to
unemployment, childbirth or sickness.
Examples of members who may be granted reduced membership fee:
⁄⁄ Unemployed members who are admitted as
wage earners and have not yet obtained unemployment benefit rights
⁄⁄ Members who travel at their own expense or
stay abroad without any income
⁄⁄ Social security recipients, pursuant to the
Danish Active Social Policy Act
⁄⁄ Sick members receiving advances on their
incapacity benefit.
.

Enrol in HK online. Simply access
HK.DK and choose “Bliv medlem”.
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a-kassen@hk.dk
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